DRAGONFLY HAT
1.

Trace the dragonfly head on yellow paper. Cut one. Also trace headband on yellow paper and cut 2. Draw
a smile on the head.

2.

Trace eyes and wings on blue paper. Cut one of each pattern piece. Draw on a black pupil on each eye.

3.

Cut out body and wings on green paper. Cut out one of each pattern piece.

4.

Glue the eyes onto the head. Take the smallest blue wing and the smallest green wing and glue together.
Staple them onto the head behind the eye.

5.

Glue the largest blue wing and the largest green wing onto the body. Glue the body onto the head.

6.

Staple the headband to the body/wings and to the head.

FROG HAT
1.

Trace head on Green paper. Cut out.

2.

Trace dots for eyes out of White and Black paper. Cut out and glue on to head. Draw lines for mouth as
shown on the pattern.

3.

Trace tongue on Pink paper. Cut out. Gently roll up end “A” a little. Glue end “B” under mouth.

4.

Cut headband out of Green paper. Staple to the hat at “C” and “D.”

GOOSE HAT
1.

Trace goose body and wings on Off-White paper and goose bill on Orange and Red paper. Cut out. Cut 2
wings. Glue Red section to Orange section of the bill.

2.

Trace neckerchief on Tan paper. Cut out.

3.

Staple wings together at an angle as shown in the picture. Staple goose body over the top of wings. Glue
bill and neckerchief onto head and body. Cut out a Blue dot for eye. Glue onto head.

4.

Cut headband out of Tan paper and staple band to head size.

SPIDER HAT
1.

Trace body and legs on Black paper. Cut out. Accordion fold the legs.

2.

Staple 3 legs at “B” and “C” as shown on the pattern. Staple 1 leg at “D” and one at “E.”

3.

Use White and Orange dots for eyes. Trace nose on Orange paper then cut out and glue on as shown on the
pattern.

4.

Cut out headband and fit to head. Staple spider to headband over eyes to make eyebrows.

TURTLE HAT
1.

Trace the turtle on Green paper.

2.

Draw circle designs on shell with a Black marker. Draw eyes, smile and toes as shown on the pattern.
Trace around the shell with the marker.

3.

Cut lines on shell. Overlap “A” and “B” about 1 3/4 inches. Staple. This forms the hat. No headband is
needed for this animal.

4.

Fold legs down. Hole punch a hole on each side of the turtle and tie a piece of yarn through each hole. Tie
carefully under chin.

LADYBUG HAT
1.

Trace wings on Red paper. Trace head, legs and antenna on Black paper. Cut out.

2.

Color Black spot on wings with a marker.

3.

Fold legs (accordion folds). Glue under wings at the “X’s” as shown on the pattern.

4.

Curl one end of the antenna. Glue under head at “X’s” as shown on the pattern.

5.

Overlap wings “A” on “B”. Glue to head. Cut headband and fit to head. Staple ladybug onto headband.

PELICAN HAT
1.

Trace head on White paper. Cut out.

2.

Trace beaks on Orange paper then cut out. Make a Blue dot for the eye. Punch holes as shown on the
pattern.

3.

Attach top and bottom beaks with the brass fastener. Then blue beak onto head as shown.

4.

Trace fish on Blue paper. Draw eye and gill with Black marker. Blue to beak at the “X.”

5.

Fit headband to head. Staple pelican to headband.

DUCK HAT
1.

Trace bill on Orange paper. Cut out. Fold along line aw shown on the pattern.

2.

Trace wings on Yellow paper. Cut out. Fold along line as shown on the pattern.

3.

Cut out Yellow headband. Cut out White and Blue dots for eyes. Staple bills to the headband and fit to
head. Glue eyes on headband over bill as shown on the pattern.

4.

Staple wings on sides as shown on the pattern.

BEAVER HAT
1.

Trace the beaver head, tail and cheeks on Dark Brown paper. Cut out. Trace the headband on
Dark Brown paper and cut out two. Make a criss-cross grid on the tail with a black marker.

2.

Trace the nose on Tan paper and cut out.

3.

Trace the beaver eye and the ear on White paper. Cut out 2 of each.

4.

Trace the beaver teeth on orange paper. Cut out one. Draw a solid black line down the middle

of
the teeth with a black marker.

5.

Glue the white ears into the ear section of the beaver head. Next, glue the white eyes onto the
face. Color with a black marker a pupil in each eye. Add an eyebrow over the top of each eye.

6.

Glue on nose and cheeks under the eye area. Glue on the teeth. With a black marker, draw on
whiskers. Staple beaver head onto headband.

BALD EAGLE HAT
1.

Trace the Eagle head on White paper. Cut out. Trace the headband on Dark
Brown paper and cut out two. Make zig-zags on the head with a black marker.

2.

Trace the big eagle wings (both big eagle wings 1 and 2) on Light Brown paper and cut out. Draw
lines on the big wing with a black marker.

3.

Trace the small eagle wings (both small eagle wings 1 and 2) on Dark Brown paper and cut out.
Draw curvy lines on the small wings with a black marker

4.

Trace and cut two eyes on Yellow paper. Draw black eyes onto the yellow paper eyes. Next, glue
the Yellow eyes onto the face.

5.

Trace the eagle nose on orange paper. Cut out one. Draw a solid black line down the side of
the nose, and two small lines at the top with a black marker.

6.

Glue on nose under the eye area. Glue the Light Brown wing 1 onto the Dark
Brown wing 1.Glue the Light Brown wing 2 onto the Dark Brown wing 2. Glue
the wings to the back of the eagle head and staple the eagle head onto the
headband.

RACCOON HAT
1.

Trace the raccoon head on Grey paper. Cut out. Trace two headbands on Grey paper and cut
out.

2.

Trace the nose on White paper and cut out. Trace two raccoon eyes on White paper and cut out.
Trace the raccoon ear on Black paper and cut out 2.

3.

Glue the black ears into the ear section of the raccoon head. Next, glue the face onto the head of
the raccoon. Then, glue the white eyes onto the face. Draw a pupil in the middle of each white
eye. Glue the white nose onto the head and draw a black nose in the middle. Add a mouth to the
raccoons white nose with a black marker.

4.

Cut out the grey raccoon tail already with the stripes on it.

5.

Staple raccoon head and tail onto headband.

TIGER SALAMANDER HAT
1.

Trace the salamander head on black paper. Cut one. Also trace the salamander body on black
paper and cut one. Trace two headbands on brown paper and cut out.

2.

Trace one of each of the A, B and back legs on black paper. Cut out.

3.

Trace two eyes on white paper. Cut out. Draw small black eyes onto the white eyes. Glue the
eyes onto the head.

4.

Trace and cut one salamander chin on yellow paper. Trace five spots on yellow paper and cut
out.

5.

Glue the chin under the head. Glue the head to the body. Glue leg A to the head of the
salamander and glue leg B and back leg to the body. Next, glue the spots on the salamander
body.

6.

Staple the headband to the body and to the head.

RUSTY CRAYFISH HAT
1.

Trace one crayfish head on dark orange paper. Cut out. Trace one of each of the crayfish claw A
and B on dark orange paper and cut out.

2.

Trace one crayfish back head on orange paper. Cut out. Trace two headbands on orange paper
and cut out.

3.

Trace crayfish feelers A and B on yellow paper. Cut one of each. Trace two eyes on white paper.
Cut out.

4.

Glue the head on the back head of the crayfish. Glue they eyes on the head of the crayfish. Use a
black marker to draw pupils in each eye. Glue the claws to the back of the back head of the
crayfish. Glue the feelers onto the head.

5.

With a black marker, draw the dots and lines on the crayfish.

6.

Staple the head and claws to the headband.

